Objective: The aim of this study was to determine the role of contrast-enhanced computed tomography (CE-CT) parameters in predicting the expression status of HER2 in gastric adenocarcinoma (GAC) patients before radical gastrectomy. Materials and Methods: A total of 460 GAC patients who underwent non-contrast CT (NC-CT) and CE-CT examinations before radical resection were enrolled in this retrospective study. The radiologists reviewed their CT scans and recorded parameters, including CT attenuate value (CAV) and corrected CAV (cCAV). The pathologist identified the postoperative HER2 expression status, and HER2 expression status was evaluated by immunohistochemical staining (IHC). The association between CE-CT parameters and HER2 expression status was analyzed. Results: Among the 460 patients, 84 patients had HER2 over-expression status, at a prevalence of 18.3%. The CAVs were significantly different between the 2 different HER2 expression groups in the non-contrast and arterial phases (non-contrast phase: p = 0.005; arterial phase: p < 0.001). Besides, there was a significant difference in the cCAVs between the 2 groups in the arterial phase (arterial phase: p = 0.003). Univariate and multivariate logistic regression analyses identified that the maximum diameter of tumor, differentiation degree, CAV in non-contrast, arterial, and portal phases, and cCAV in the arterial phase were predictive factors of HER2 expression status. Conclusion: Our analyses showed that the CE-CT parameters were significantly different between different HER2 expression groups. CE-CT parameters could serve as simple, objective predictive factors of HER2 expression status of GAC patients.
Introduction
Gastric cancer (GC) is one of the leading causes of cancer-related death according to global cancer statistics, especially in East Asia. 1 The histopathological characteristics of GC, namely the pathological type, depth of invasion, differentiation degree, lymph node metastasis, and molecular profiling, are well-known prognostic factors in advanced GC.
HER2-positive GC. 4, 5 In 6-35% of all GC patients, gastric lesions have been reported to over-express HER2. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] The status of HER2 expression in gastric lesions is currently evaluated by immunohistochemistry (IHC), silver in situ hybridization (SISH), and fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH). 5, 11, 12 It was found to be correlated with tumor grade and location on the intestine, but not with gender, age, tumor location or (tumor node metastasis) TNM stage, depth of invasion, lymph node metastases, and distant metastasis. 4, 13 At present, gastroscopic biopsy is the main routine detection method to gain information about the histopathological characteristics of lesions before surgery. However, gastroscopic histopathological findings are influenced by many factors, including site and depth of the specimens and evaluation of the pathologist. The small specimens obtained using a gastroscope usually provide incomplete information about the lesion; this is a major drawback as some GCs are of mixed histopathological type. Besides, gastroscopic biopsy is inevitably invasive and unable to reach the outside of the gastric wall. 14, 15 Complementarily, CE-CT is a noninvasive method for evaluating the lesions and further analyzing adjacent structures outside the gastric wall. 16, 17 Recently, a number of articles proposed the utility of CT for histopathological assessment of GCs. For example, Zhengyang Zhou et al showed that CT texture analysis was capable of accessing Lauren classification, differentiation degree, and vascular invasion status of GCs. 16 Yuichiro Doki et al found that the optimal cut-off values of visualized lymph node sizes in multidetector-row CT were able to improve the diagnostic prediction of lymph node metastasis in GC patients. 17 Nonetheless, to the best of our knowledge, there is no research on the correlation between HER2 expression and CE-CT parameters. The aim of this study was to determine the role of CE-CT in predicting the expression status of HER2 in GAC patients before radical gastrectomy.
Materials and Methods Patients
This study enrolled patients who were diagnosed with GAC between July 2013 and February 2018 at The First Affiliated Hospital of Wenzhou Medical University. The inclusion criteria were as follows: (1) age 18 years or older, (2) radical gastrectomy and lymphadenectomy carried out at The First Affiliated Hospital of Wenzhou Medical University, (3) newly diagnosed GAC confirmed by postoperative pathological studies, (4) at least one measurable intraoperative lesion, (5) HER2 status of GAC lesion identified by IHC staining, and (6) must have undergone CE-CT before radical excision. Patients were excluded from the study if (1) they were treated with any regimen such as chemotherapy or targeted agents before surgery and CE-CT, (2) their CT image quality was poor for post-processing owing to artifacts, and (3) their tumor diameters were less than 5 mm, as this is insufficient for containing a region of interest (ROI).
All data concerning the clinical characteristics and subsequent operative treatment were extracted and analyzed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. The study was approved by the institutional review board of The First Affiliated Hospital of Wenzhou Medical University. Also, consent was waived by the institutional review board given the retrospective nature of this study, yet patient confidentiality was protected.
CT Image Acquisition
All patients underwent 64-slice multidetector CE-CT (Light Speed Plus 16, GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI) before radical resection. Written informed consent for preoperative CE-CT was obtained from all patients. After fasting from solid food for at least 6 h prior to examination, the patients were requested to drink 600-1000 mL of water to achieve gastric pouch distension. The patients were trained to hold their breath before the scanning. All patients were in the supine position and the scanner covered the entire or upper abdomen during a single breath hold. After a non-contrast scan (0 s), 100-120 mL iodinated contrast agent (Omnipaque 350 mg I/mL; GE Healthcare, Shanghai, China) was injected intravenously at a flow rate of 3.0 mL/s using an automatic injector. CE-CT images were obtained at 40 s (arterial phase), 70 s (portal phase), and 240 s (delayed phase) after the infusion of the contrast agent. NC-CT and CE-CT datasets were transferred to a picture archiving and communication system (PACS).
The parameters for abdomen CT were as follows: 64 detector rows, tube voltage of 120 kVp, tube current of 200 mA, rotation time of 0.4 s, section thickness of 0.625 mm, pitch of 1.375 mm, and reconstruction interval of 0.625 mm.
CT Image Evaluation
Two seasoned radiologists (Lin Yi and Mao Dandan), with 10 and 7 years of experience in abdominal image reading, respectively, reviewed the CT images. Both radiologists were blinded to the clinicopathological information, other than the gastroendoscopy findings.
Referring to the general location of tumors (cardia, fundus, body, antrum, etc.) on endoscopy, the two readers independently reviewed the CT images and identified the gastric lesions on PACS. The mediastinal window settings included a window level (WL) of 50 and a window width (WW) of 250. The GCs were characterized as focal thickening of the gastric wall or mass lesions with obvious enhancement on CE-CT images. The focal thickening was determined to be cancerous when it was at least 6 mm or greater than the thickness of the adjacent gastric wall on the axial images. 18, 19 After general localization, the readers targeted the largest tumor section on the axial images as the ROI (Figure 1 ). The ROI was manually drawn along the margin of the lesion, while the gastric lumen and the image artifacts were carefully avoided. After drawing the ROI, the PACS software automatically generated the average CAV, which was the mean of all of pixels' CT values within the ROI. Image analysis for each patient was performed separately in the non-contrast, arterial, portal, and delayed phases. The ROIs in different phases were drawn on the same slice and at the same location. When drawing the ROIs in contrast-enhanced phases, the two radiologists measured the mean CAV in the aortic canal on the same slice to calculate the corresponding corrected CAV ([cCAV] CAV in ROI/CAV in aortic canal). The two readers interpreted the CT images independently, and the ROI drawings were verified without any significant divergence between them. The two radiologists reviewed the CE-CT and NC-CT of each patient and recorded a set of parameters as follows: (1) CAV of ROI in non-contrast phase, (2) CAV of ROI in arterial phase, (3) CAV of ROI in portal phase, (4) CAV of ROI in delayed phase, (5) cCAV of ROI in arterial phase, (6) cCAV of ROI in portal phase, and (7) cCAV of ROI in delayed phase. The average parameters (CAV, cCAV, etc.) of the two readers were calculated for statistical analyses as well as interobserver agreement analysis.
Pathological Evaluation
Postoperative pathological diagnoses were retrospectively identified by one experienced pathologist (Jinyu Zheng with 8 years of experience in gastrointestinal pathology) in all cases. The HER2 expression status of all GAC patients was identified by IHC.
Tissue samples of GC lesions were fixed in 10% buffered formalin and embedded in paraffin. The paraffin block of each specimen was cut into 4-μm and 2-μm-thick sections for IHC. IHC study was performed using the HercepTestTM (Dako, Denmark) according to the manufacturer's guidelines, and the lesions were scored using the validated protocol for GC. In our study, only HER2 IHC 2+ or IHC 3+ were considered HER2 positive. 
Statistical Analysis
According to the HER2 expression status, we divided the patients into two groups, HER2-positive group and HER2-negative group. Then, we compared the clinicopathological characteristics between the two groups by Mann-Whitney U-test (continuous variables) or chi-square test (categorical variables). The CE-CT parameters between the two groups were compared by independent sample t-test and Spearman correlation analysis. Normal distribution of CE-CT parameters was conducted by Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. The diagnostic performance of CE-CT parameters in distinguishing between different HER2 expression statuses was assessed by receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis. Besides, we evaluated the interobserver agreement between the measurements of the CE-CT parameters of the two radiologists using the intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) (0.000-0.200, poor; 0.201-0.400, fair; 0.301-0.600, moderate; 0.601-0.800, good; 0.801-1.000, excellent). The univariable and multivariable analyses were performed by logistic regression analyses. All variables with a p value < 0.1 in the univariable analysis were subsequently included in the multivariable logistic regression model. All tests were two-sided and the test results with p value <0.05 were considered statistically significant. All statistical analyses were performed using the SPSS 19 statistical software (SPSS Inc./ IBM, Armonk, NY).
Results

Patients' Clinicopathological Characteristics
A total of 460 patients with GAC were enrolled in this retrospective study, and their clinicopathological characteristics are summarized in Table 1 . Among the 460 patients, 84 patients had HER2 over-expression status with a prevalence of 18.3%. Additionally, the HER2 overexpression was not very common in GACs at the antrum and pylorus (p = 0.016) and in undifferentiated GACs (p < 0.001) but was common in differentiated GACs (p < 0.001) with statistical significance (Table 1) .
CT Analysis and Diagnostic Performance
The interobserver agreement between the measurements of CE-CT parameters of the two radiologists was ranked from good to excellent. Specifically, the ICCs of CAV in non-contrast, arterial, portal, and delayed phases were 0.690 (good), 0.865 (excellent), 0.845 (excellent), and 0.856 (excellent), respectively. The ICCs of cCAV in the arterial, portal, and delayed phases were 0.807 (excellent), 0.817 (excellent), and 0.811 (excellent), respectively. In the dynamic CE-CT analysis, the CAVs were significantly different between the two different HER2 expression groups in the non-contrast and arterial phases (non-contrast phase: p = 0.005; arterial phase: p < 0.001; Table 2 ). Besides, the CAVs of the HER2-positive group were significantly lower than those of the HER2-negative group in the noncontrast phase, but the CAVs of the HER2-positive group were significantly higher than those of the HER2-negative group in the arterial phase (Figure 2 ). There were significant differences in the cCAVs between the two groups in the arterial phase (p = 0.003; Table 2, Figure 2) . On correlation analysis, the CAVs in the non-contrast (CC = −0.135, p = 0.004), arterial (CC = 0.172, p < 0.001), and portal phases (CC = 0.093, p = 0.047) were found to be significantly correlated with different expression statuses of HER2. While the CAVs in the non-contrast phase were negatively correlated with HER2 expression status, the CAVs in the arterial and portal phases were positively correlated with HER2 expression status. Regarding the cCAVs, only the cCAVs in the arterial phase were correlated with HER2 expression status (CC = 0.141; p = 0.002; Table 2 ).
With regard to the diagnostic performance of the CE-CT parameters in predicting HER2 expression, the cut-off, sensitivity, specificity, and AUC under ROC curve are listed in Table 3 . The CAVs in the non-contrast, arterial, and portal phases could distinguish between HER2-positive and negative GACs (non-contrast phase: AUC = 0.601, p = 0.004; arterial phase: AUC = 0.628, p < 0.001; portal phase: AUC = 0.569, p = 0.047; Table 3 ). Additionally, with a cut-off of 0.255, the cCAVs in the arterial phase showed a sensitivity of 50.0% and a specificity of 69.4% in distinguishing between GACs with HER2-positive and negative expression (AUC = 0.605, p = 0.003). However, the cCAVs in the other phases did not show any significant discrimination.
Logistic Regression Analysis
The results of the univariate and multivariate logistic regression analyses of factors affecting HER2 expression are listed in Table 4 Multivariate analysis included all the variables with p value <0.1 in the univariate analysis, and all the CT parameters were separately included in multivariate logistic regression analysis (Table 4 and Table S1 ). It was found that the long maximum diameter of tumor (OR = 1.126, 95% CI = 1.021-1.242, p = 0.017), differentiated and mixed GACs (differentiated type vs undif- 
Discussion
In this study, we found a correlation between preoperative CT parameters and postoperative histopathological HER2 expression status of GACs, which has never been reported previously. Our analysis showed that HER2-positive GACs showed significantly low CAVs in the non-contrast phase and high CAVs in the arterial and portal phases, compared to the HER2-negative group. Besides, univariate and multivariate logistic analyses showed that low CAVs in the non-contrast phase, high CAVs in the arterial and portal phases, and high cCAVs in arterial phase were risk factors for HER2 overexpression of GACs. HER2 is a member of the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) family, whose over-expression has been associated with cell transformation and oncogenesis. [22] [23] [24] Recently, the development of targeted therapy, such as trastuzumab, has drawn attention to HER2 expression status. 25, 26 Clinical studies have shown that several clinicopathological characteristics, such as, older age, male, intestinal type, and well-differentiation, were correlated with HER2 over-expression. 13, 27 In this study, we found that the differentiation degree of GACs was also related with HER2 over-expression. Besides, we found that preoperative CE-CT parameters, namely CAV in the arterial, portal, and delayed phases and cCAV in the delayed phase (Table 4) were associated with HER2 expression in the lesions of GAC, in line with the findings of Ciesielski, who found a relationship between HER2 overexpression and angiogenesis in GC. 28 A previous study by Minkyu Jung showed that GCs with HER2 over-expression generally show high 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) uptake in PET/CT scan images of the primary gastric tumor lesion before therapy. 29 Similarly, we observed higher CAVs in the arterial and portal phases in HER2-positive GACs than in HER2-negative GACs (Table 2 ). We also observed that HER2 overexpression was more common in differentiated GACs than in undifferentiated GACs (Table 1 ). Many studies proposed that HER2 expression status is associated with the differentiation degree of GCs. 13, 30, 31 Besides, there were significant differences in the CAVs of GCs showing different degrees of differentiation in some previous studies. 32, 33 Thus, the correlation between HER2 positivity and CE-CT parameters with high values could be influenced by these histologic characteristics. Additionally, compared to PET/CT, as an auxiliary modality to predict the HER2 expression status, CE-CT is affordable and easily available in developing countries. Notes: *These analyses were done in separate multivariate Cox regression analyses, including patient characteristics like maximum diameter of tumor, differentiation degree, vascular and neural invasion status, besides the CAV in non-contrast phase. These analyses' results were listed in Table S1 . Abbreviations: CAV, CT attenuate value; cCAV, corrected CT attenuate value; OR, odd ratio. Our study showed that preoperative CT parameters could be helpful biomarkers for predicting HER2 expression of GACs. Due to high heterogeneity of GACs, geneexpression profiling based on tissue specimens may be affected by sampling errors, especially in the case of endoscopic biopsy specimens. The CE-CT parameters can be used to evaluate the gastric lesions and further analyze their adjacent structures outside the wall in a noninvasion manner. Therefore, acquiring these imaging features could be useful in guiding biopsy and predicting HER2 expression status.
However, this study still has some limitations: (1) retrospective nature of the study, (2) single-center research study with inevitable selection bias, and (3) lack of other pathological types such as squamous carcinoma and adenosquamous carcinoma. Despite the above limitations, a combination of traditional clinicopathological findings and radiomic features might improve the diagnostic prediction of HER2 expression status.
In conclusion, we found that CE-CT parameters could serve as simple, objective factors in a Chinese GAC cohort. Given its effectiveness and convenience, we hypothesize that CE-CT parameters aid not only cancer staging but also HER2 expression prediction. Further detailed, larger prospective studies are required to confirm the specific role of CE-CT parameters as prognostic factors in HER2 status prediction in GAC.
Conclusion
In summary, this study showed that CE-CT parameters were correlated with HER2 expression status in GAC patients. Although the sensitivity and specificity were restrictive to some extent, preoperative CE-CT parameters, especially CAVs, could be potentially helpful biomarkers for predicting the HER2 expression of GACs. Further studies with larger sample sizes are required for confirming the relationship.
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